ECOllective Student Project Committee
Speaker Request Questions

This page is just for reference purposes. DO NOT submit an expression of interest document to ESPC, please use the Google Form provided on the website. The online application will become inactive two weeks before the semester ends but will be reactivated at the start of the new semester.

Name of Speaker

Give a brief (4-6 sentences) summary of the speaker's credentials and a list of their achievements that are most pertinent to this proposal.

Title or topic of the presentation/workshop

Type of presentation

Proposed date of visit

Length of speaker's stay

Speaking events are a "one time" presentation - how will this event contribute to sustainability on the CofC campus?

Target audience and size?

Equipment necessary for the presentation?

Does the speaker permit recording of the event?

Will any other organizations be involved (clubs, Greek Life, non-profits, etc.)? And if so, do you have or are you seeking funding from other sources?

How do you intend to promote or advertise this event on campus?

Provide a break down of your proposed budget. Please take a look at the sample budget before submitting this application.

If you have any additional comments or questions, submit them here!